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After moving to the other side of Lake Norman in 

North Carolina, Earl and Janet Curran went in search 

of a new pontoon to go with their lakeside home. The 
Currans have been on this lake for over 30 years and the 
timing just felt right to upgrade from the two boats the 
family had enjoyed for years. 

Their older traditional pontoon as well as their fiber
glass jet boat had helped raise the Curran's three daugh
ters, but now it was time to trade in both boats for just 
one that in their eyes could be the 

� perfect replacement. 
- "We liked the pontoon layout,

- but my youngest daughter Alison
needed a better wake
for wakeboarding and
pontoons just don't
make a good wake,"
explains Earl. "All
pontoons look alike
with some looking
better than others, but we wanted
a pontoon with style."

-Dream Boat
- -

Tlie extensive searc�for a stylish pontoon led them 
to C-aravelle Boat Group and its line of unique fiberglass 

�pontoon boats. After stopping intothe Boat N RV dealer
- ship off Interstate 85 that is along the highway the couple 

passes regularly, it was the 2016 258 PF Razor Black 
Widowthat caught their eye. 

-"We pass by this dealership all the time and I kept 
meaning to stop in�d check out these boats," says Earl. 
"Then we stopped in and started talking and the next 
thing I knew we had ordered a boat." 

"You really do get to custom order it how you want, 
which is nice," adds Janet. "You just tell them what you 
want and don't want instead of having to go with a boat 

Customized 
When it came 

to the color, the 
couple, who 
have been 

married over 37 years, 
wanted the fiberglass Razor to be red 
on top and red on the bottom, something at that time the 
dealership had never considered before. The Currans also 
wanted red and white furniture and that's exactly what 
they got. 

When it came time to deliver the boat, Boat N RV didn't 
just toss the seasoned skippers the keys and wish them 
good luck. Part of the sale is to take the new boat out with 
the customer for a lake test and for this the dealership 
sent its lead boat technician, Luke Smith. 

"Luke is a great guy and was very helpful," says Janet. 
"He delivered our boat and put it in the water and then 
spent a couple of hours with us on the lake to make sure 
we didn't have any questions." 



The Razor pontoons from Caravelle are 
continuing to be a popular option for 
other consumers as wel I. 

"We've sold quite a few of them 
lately because people really love the 

new style and cutting edge look," 
says Luke. "With a planing hull 

instead of a displacement hull that you get with a traditional pon
toon, the added performance is also another key factor. It's just a 
real eye-catcher that is becoming a great option f_£r those looking 
for a stylish-looking pontoon boat." 

Breaking It In
The boat was delivered in November of last year so the Cur

rans are still just breaking in the Razor pontoon that is powered 
with a Suzuki 175hp four-stroke. At this point they're both still 
very happy with their decision and wouldn't change anything 
about it. 

"We're very happy with it; it's been a great boat for us so far," 

says Earl. "I maybe should have gone with a 200hp 
engine because it is a lot of boat, but really the 
175hp gives us everything we need to cruise the 
lake as well as water sports." 

Alison is the wakeboarder in the Curran family 
and her sisters Emily and Sarah enjoy boating too 
since they were all raised on the water. As their 
daughters grow, so does the family, as Earl and 
Janet now 

��;;;:;:::::---..
have two grandkids as 

well, which is another 
reason the timing for 
a larger 25-foot boat 
that could accommo
date more passen
gers made the most 
sense to them. 

The next generation is also enjoying the boat
ing lifestyle including Earl and Janet's grandson 

Herb who is at the wheel next to his Mimi. 



Off The Lift 
The winter season varies-even 

in North Carolina-so the Razor has 
spent a lot of its first few months on 
the boat lift under a covered slip, but 
with summer now here that has all 
changed. While Earl continues to work 
full-time at Acucote Inc. in Graham as 
the company's vice president of busi
ness development, Janet is enjoying 
the retired life after working for 32 
years as a school teacher. But even 
with a full schedule, the couple has 
made it a top priority to get out on 
Lake Norman this year and let ev
eryone else on the water know what 
they' ve already discovered: Caravelle 
offers pontoon boats with style. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION: 

Boat N RV 
Salisbury, NC 
704-464-4986
www.boatnrv.com

Caravelle Boat Group 
855-444-2628
www.caravelleboatgroup.com

Mercury Marine 
920-929-5040
www.mercurymarine.com

SuzukiMarine 
714-572-1490
www.suzukimarine.com





THREE THINGS
Loaded with amenities, this Caravelle is full of hidden features and 
is highlighted by unique and purpose-built storage and an eye-
catching design.

BREAKDOWN
If you’re looking for a pontoon boat that breaks the traditional mold, 
look no further than this Razor. While the fiberglass pontoon side of 
the business is just getting established, the Caravelle name actually 
goes back to the late 60s. And with that background the Georgia-
based manufacturer is able to be creative in designing a sporty 
and unique-looking craft. The more we looked around, the more 
amenities we discovered.

Starting at the well-balanced helm console, the gauges are on the left 
side of the dash while the rocker switches are on the right. Legroom 
is limited for the captain in the bucket helm seat, but the tradeoff is 
the storage space under the helm that on this boat includes a mini 
fridge. And what’s better than having a refrigerator onboard? How 
about a DC-powered wine cooler that is directly across? Included 
with the wine cooler is a large galley that includes a faucet and sink, 
a mounted Coleman gas grill, one of four 12-volt outlets onboard, 
drawer storage, as well as access to the Fusion stereo that is protected 
from the elements with its own cover. Speaking of music, there are 
a total of six speakers with an amp and subwoofer and we especially 
love the large speakers mounted on the Monster Tower. The sporty 
and functional wakeboard tower is an option, but based on how well it 
completes the boat we feel it’s a must-have upgrade.

Getting back to the long list of amenities, stored below the portside 
bow bench seat is a second grill that can be mounted at the bow when 
you’re ready to do some grill’n. Also in the bow is the only pontoon 
diving board we’re aware of. The LilliPad board is easy to use and folds 
flush when not in use and because we personally tried it out ourselves 
(it’s a tough job but someone has to do it), we’d recommend this 
upgrade as well.

We noticed another mount receptacle in the floor so we did some 
further investigating and discovered a large beach umbrella stored 
below one of the two rear-facing stern lounges. It also comes with a 
second pole so it can be used off the boat too. Below the portside rear 
lounger is an extremely deep changing room with a portable toilet 
and a pop-up curtain that stands 6 feet, 4 inches tall and will easily 
accommodate most adults.

Other features include a deep in-floor ski locker, two fishing seats with 
livewell and vinyl flooring.

INSPECTION
Caravelle refers to its patented evolutionary hull design as a Modified 
Cat to a Pad V. It is hand-laid and foam-filled with five lifting points 
that are designed to glide across the water and bank in a turn like a 
performance boat.

Inside the boat from bow to stern there is nearly 18 and a half feet of 
deck space on this 25-footer with the gate heights ranging from 20 
inches tall in the bow to nearly 23 inches in the stern. 

HANDLING
The combination of a Suzuki 200hp four-stroke and the evolutionary 
hull equal a responsive and very fun boat to drive. Because the beam 
is a little narrower than traditional pontoons, we could really get this 
boat to bank nicely in some sharp turns. 

FINAL THOUGHTS
It really is amazing all the amenities that are packed into this boat, 
plus we love the specific compartments and holders for those features. 
Unique and one-of-a-kind don’t even begin to describe this fiberglass 
pontoon boat.

Boat Test Monday, PDB Staff
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2016 BOAT SPECIFICATIONS
Number of Occupants 12
Maximum Speed 47.1 mph
Wild Ponies  250 hp
No. of Gates 3
0-20 MPH 7.34 seconds 
Ladder Measurement 3’ 10” deep 

Why we love this boat…This is a feature-rich boat with a lot of those 
amenities coming standard and you could probably argue the options 
should be considered must-haves too.

Just being picky… At the helm the legroom is somewhat limited, but 
the tradeoff is the extra storage space under the helm that on this 
particular model includes a mini fridge.

NOTABLE STANDARDS
Patented Evolutionary hull, U-shaped front lounge, 2 fishing seats w/ 
livewell bench seat w/ trash storage, reclining rear lounge, changing 
room, LED Light Pkg., party lounge, wine D/C cooler, bow umbrella, 
bow mounted stainless steel gas grill, full gauge pkg., ski locker, D/C 
1.7 CUFT refrigerator, docking lights, Marine Stereo 150W AM/FM, 
CD, Bluetooth, four 6-inch blue LED lighted speakers.

OPTIONS ON TEST BOAT
Monster Tower, Tower Bimini Top, dual batteries w/ switch, 
underwater lights, Premium Sound Pkg., Kitchen Pkg and LilliPad 
diving board.

VITAL STATS
LOA 25’ 3”
Beam  8’ 3”
Hull Design Modified Cat to Pad V
Dry Weight 3220 lbs.
Fuel Capacity 43 gallons 

TEST DRIVE
Engine  Suzuki 200 
Cylinder Type Inline-4
Cubic-inch Displacement/Horsepower 175.9ci/200hp
Lower Unit Gear Ratio 2.50:1
Propeller 14 3/4 X 22

RPM vs. SPEED vs. DB-A
800 2.3  62
1000 3.6  67
1500 4.3 75
2000 6.8 76
2500 9.1 80
3000 11.2 85
3500 14.5 91
4000 17.7 99
4500 26.0 105
5000 32.9 109
5500 42.4 113
5800 47.1 115

Image Courtesy of Pontoon & Deck Boat Magazine.

CARAVELLE RAZOR 258 PARTY FISH
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When it comes to current trends, Suzuki Marine knows 
very well the popularity of the pontoon segment. 
As those in the boat business have continued to 

witness, pontoons are hot and in some ways the driving force 
of the entire boating industry. Okay, so we may have a slightly 
biased opinion when it comes to pontoon boats, but no one is 
denying the popularity of the ‘toon. So when Suzuki was ready 
to get the word out that it was releasing its new 200 four-stroke, 
it wasn’t a hard choice to figure out which type of boat would be 
best to debut it on.

Suzuki could have mounted the new 200hp outboard on any 
high-end pontoon and been just fine, but instead decided to 
take it up a notch by teaming up with Caravelle Boats. Now, for 
those trying to figure out what a fiberglass company based in 
Georgia—best known for its off shore boats—has to do with 

the pontoon industry, listen up. Last fall a completely new line of 
boats called the Razor E-Toon line was released from Caravelle 
Boats and they’re making a positive wake of their own.
“With I/O’s suffering and the outboard pontoon segment going 
strong, we wanted to participate in a market where people were 
buying product,” says Caravelle President Chad Roberson. “We 
call it an ‘E-Toon’ because it’s not a pontoon and it’s not a deck 
boat, but rather an evolution with its fiberglass Multi-Hull Cat-V 
with five lifting points so it glides across the water and banks in a 
turn like a performance boat should.”

The first Razor E-Toons were released in July last year at 
Caravelle’s annual dealer meeting and so far the manufacturer 
has had a great response—so good in fact, that Caravelle just 
released its special edition Black Widow Razor to show what a 
perfect match this fiberglass pontoon is with the new Suzuki.

– Brady L. Kay

Razor E-Toon Teams Up With Suzuki



PUT TO THE TEST
PDB magazine had a chance in Key Largo in the Florida Keys 
to not only test out the new Suzuki 200, but to also see firsthand 
what the Black Widow could do in some rough water. While 
the majority of our tests are held on lakes, it was nice to see how 
well this new pontoon could do when the conditions weren’t 
exactly sunny and 75 degrees. The latest Razor E-Toon proved 
to be solid from bow to stern, as despite a pounding out in the 
Atlantic on a day not typically ideal for a lot of pontoon boats, 
we never heard as much as a rattle.

ATTENTION STEALER
For all the positive attention it earned out on the water as we 
passed larger boats on their way out to sea, the response back 
at the dock was even more overwhelming. At the Ocean Reef 
Club in Key Largo, there’s not a shortage of money or high-end 
boats to say the least. Yet, the Black Widow attracted a lot of 
extra attention from members as well as visitors to the luxury 
resort. Those walking the marina couldn’t help but do a double 
take as they tried to not only figure out who the manufacturer 
was, but just what type of boat specifically it was.

The mostly black boat with just the right amount of green 
accent color clearly has a look that is like nothing else out there. 
Speaking of new looks, the new Suzuki was also showing off 
a new look with its black matte finish that instantly gives the 
entire boat package a sporty and stylish feel to it.

While the Razor E-Toon pontoon line is just starting to show 
up on bodies of water around the country, this particular model 
jumped out even more since it was the company’s Black Widow 
special edition version that was being shown to the public for 
the first time.

“We wanted to get into the pontoon business, but didn’t 
want to go the aluminum route like everyone else,” recalls 
Roberson. “Fiberglass is durable, has salt water advantages 
and is cost effective.”

SUZUKI POWER
With the new Suzuki 200hp outboard on the back, we easily 
reached speeds over 40 miles per hour at full throttle, even in 
the choppy water. The Black Widow is rated for up to a 200hp 
engine and when paired with the 8-foot, 3-inch beam, it really 
turns sharp, while still staying in complete control.

“Our pontoon line is built to perform in high 30 mph speeds, 
bank tight in the corners and handles very well,” says Roberson. 
“It jumps up on plane in seconds with the combination of our 
unique hull and the Suzuki 200. I love the new Suzuki because 
it’s a great fit for our boat and I love that all Suzuki’s outboards 
are quiet and powerful.”

MAKE IT YOUR OWN
The particular model we tested in Florida included a Coleman 
grill, full entertainment center and a pop-up fiberglass changing 
room that is well hidden and a great example of well-used space. 
As the company continues to grow, there will be even more 
options and standard features available so the consumer can 
customize the pontoon to fit all his specific needs.

SPECS
LOA: 25’ 3”
Beam: 8’ 3”
Dry Weight: 3,220 lbs.
Max HP: 200
Fuel: 43 Gallons
Transom: 19”
Hull Rise: 17 degrees
Max Passenger: 12

www.caravelleboatgroup.com



– Alan Jones

When you’re the owner of a company that’s heavy into RVs — like Caravelle Boat Group owner Don Littlefield, who also owns the Boat N 
RV group of superstores — you take a different slant on things. The Razor 258 Party Fish proves the point.

  U NIQUE FACTOR

Truth be told, 75 percent of this review could reside under 
the Unique Factor heading. Anyone who subscribes to 
the adage “if you’ve seen one pontoon boat, you’ve seen 

’em all” hasn’t seen Razor’s new 258 Party Fish. The differences 
begin at the bow, where there’s a LilliPad diving board, which is 
one of the hottest pontoon accessories. It’s really well engineered 
and transmits very little force to the boat, even when a linebacker-
sized diver goes for a “flying squirrel.” But what’s different here 
is it’s a standard feature and is mounted on the bow, neither of 
which we’ve seen before. For safety, there are angled steps and 
a handhold to keep you steady. Up front, instead of fencing, the 
bow section is ringed by stainless steel railings that look cool but 
could present toddler containment issues.

One occasionally sees grills on pontoons, but seldom are they a 
standard feature. The 258PF actually has two standard grills. So 
if you’ve ever wanted to hold an Iron Chef grilling competition, 
this is your boat. The first grill is a Coleman camper-style gas 
grill mounted atop the starboard-side kitchen area; the second, 
a portable Kuuma propane grill, can be mounted on a pedestal 
next to the diving board (suspend the diving action when 
cooking, though). The only downside is that the Coleman rattles 
when the boat is running over lumpy water. The 258PF has a 
pair of other unique standard features: a six-bottle DC wine 
cooler in the entertainment center and a 12v DC 1.7-cubic-
foot refrigerator in the driver’s console. A robust house battery 
system is needed to use both.

 P  ERFORMANCE

Another interesting feature of this “pontoon” boat is that 
it is fiberglass above the waterline and it has a fiberglass 
hull instead of aluminum tubes. The unusual hybrid 

design of the 258PF’s patented Evolutionary Hull features a 

catamaran up front and a stepped racing hull in the back with 
17 degrees of deadrise. Our test boat was packing a Suzuki 
DF175 four-stroke, which is 75 hp less than the max for this 
model and 35 hp more than the standard 140 (don’t do it!) that 
is included in the National No Haggle price of $59,994. One of 
the advantages of the Suzuki DF175 is that its tall 2.50:1 gear 
ratio allows it to swing a 14-inch prop that moves more water. 
Bumping the engine to a Suzuki DF200, which shares the same 
2.9L powerhead, brings a 16-inch prop into play, and that would 
be a good match for the fairly stout 3,220-pound hull. Mercury 
is another option, and a 250 Verado might cost a few thousand 
dollars more, but it would deliver quiet, supercharged power to 
maximize the pontoon’s performance.

There’s virtually no bowrise to this boat on takeoff, and 
when some air gets moving between the twin sponsons, they 
compresses it, delivering lift and a smoother ride for passengers 
in the bow. The setup also helps it get on plane quickly, in just 
3.2 seconds. Time to 25 mph was a rather stately 11.4 seconds, 
though. Top speed was 41.4 mph, but on another model with 
this same hull, we reached speeds in the mid-40s with a 200 hp 
Mercury Verado, so that number of stallions seems to be this 
hull’s sweet spot.

H ANDLING

While the 258PF has twin sponsons up front, it 
doesn’t behave like a two-tube pontoon boat. Twin-
tube pontoons typically stay very flat during hard 

cornering — most experience a slight lean to the outside — but 
the 258’s handling was more like a traditional monohull or a 
three-tube pontoon with a larger center tube. That is, when we 
cranked it hard over, it leaned in and carved a nice parabola. Our 
test boat used the U-Flex hydraulic steering system, which was 
smooth and had a nice feel.
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About the only swing and miss on the test boat was the helm. 
The captain’s chair was a bench seat with not much backrest 
recline, and there was no cutout in the console for a footrest, due 
to the refrigerator residing within. One plus for the bench were 
the twin garbage cans that reside underneath the seat bottom. 
Fortunately, owners can substitute a bucket seat for the bench 
at no charge.

 B  EST USES

The 258PF can pretty much do it all. It comes standard 
with a basic Monster Tower that can be upgraded to 
an upscale model with speakers ($4,499), so it’s ready 

for watersports. There’s a huge in-floor locker for skis, and the 
large rear deck has plenty of room for booting up. The stern 
four-step stainless steel boarding ladder will get a lot of use 
from divers who will be swimming around from the front to 
reboard. The rear deck has enough room for standard twin 
pedestal fishing chairs but has no rails that could get between 
anglers and their quarry.

There’s more than enough seating for the 258’s max capacity of 
12, in three separate areas. Up front are twin seats that are a little 
unusual: the seat bottoms are too short to be recliners but too 
long to be club seats. The front of the seat bottoms comes to 
a point, so passengers sort of straddle it. In between is a high-
low table for beverage and snack parking. Amidships is a sofa 
in front of the driver’s console and a port-side recliner. Then, in 
the stern, there are twin rear-facing recliners. All the seats have 
loads of storage underneath.

 P  REFERRED SETUP

Razor takes a “podulized” approach to its floor plan, 
which allows buyers to customize the seating to reflect 
their preference. To further personalize things, there’s 

an option to add deck colors ($2,999). And because the upper 
section is all fiberglass, including the seat frames and sides, it 
makes quite a visual statement, like the robin’s egg blue our boat 
featured. Other useful options are the Bimini top ($899) and the 
Kitchen Package ($599), which includes drawers for storage that 
stay securely shut. The stereo upgrade goes from an adequate 
Kenwood unit to a premium Fusion sound system ($499). 
Another great option is the large rectangular snack table for the 
rear seating group ($499).

CARAVELLE 
RAZOR 258 
PARTY FISH



Caravelle Powerboats
Americus, GA • 855.444.2628 • www.Caravelleboatgroup.com

What Sets This Company Apart:
“Our patented Razor hull offers performance that no other boat 
in its class offers. The diversity of the Razor platform provides 
our customer many options from pleasure, performance, 
fishing and all water sports!” – David J. Weiss, President

Number Of Models Available For Purchase In 2016: 9

Looking Ahead To 2016:
“We’re anticipating our new model introductions to dominate 
the market” – David J. Weiss, President

TOP-SELLING
MODEL IN 2015:

Razor 258 Party Fish

Founded in and manufacturing boats since 1966, Caravelle Powerboats has built a solid reputation on its sporty design and line 
of performance boats. Caravelle’s new Razor E-Toon has been an innovative addition to the industry, sporting a unique, sleek, 
sporty look that has lots of jaws dropping as it goes by. Its fiberglass multi-hull cat-V with five lifting points allows it to glide 
through water while turning tight corners that would make any performance boat jealous. The innovative hull design lets it 
achieve top speed while using only half the horsepower of conventional pontoons. The spacious, roomy decks are designed to 
allow people to enjoy the freedom of moving about freely and lounging in the water. You really need to see it in action.

What Makes This Boat A Best Seller? Features. This boat offers everything a boater needs for fun, relaxation and fishing.

Length .................. 25’3”
Beam ..................... 8’ 3”
Maximum HP .......250hp
Pontoon Diamter ..... 25”
Approximate 
   Weight ..........3,220 lbs
Fuel Capacity ...43 gallons
Total Persons ................12
Max Weight 
   Capacity ..........1,840 lbs

RAZOR XL SERIES FLOOR PLANS



CLASSIC LTD SERIES FLOOR PLANS
237 UU 

RAZOR XL SERIES FLOOR PLANS

To qualified bank approved buyers  under $50,000 204 months at 5.99% APR. Over $50,00 240 months at 5.49% APR $0 down.
Base price only - excludes freight, prep, options, tag, and title.

WITH 150HP MOTOR
PRICED FROM 37,9900$DOWN$ 298/MONTH!

WITH 150HP MOTOR
PRICED FROM 39,9900$DOWN$ 313/MONTH!

WITH 150HP MOTOR
PRICED FROM 41,9990$DOWN$ 329/MONTH!

WITH 200HP MOTOR
PRICED FROM 43,9990$DOWN$ 345/MONTH!

WITH 200HP MOTOR
PRICED FROM 44,9990$DOWN$ 353/MONTH!

WITH 200HP MOTOR
PRICED FROM 46,9990$DOWN$ 368/MONTH!

WITH 150HP MOTOR & CUSTOM
TRAILER. PRICED FROM 38,9990$DOWN$ 307/MONTH!

WITH 150HP MOTOR & CUSTOM
TRAILER. PRICED FROM 44,4870$DOWN$ 349/MONTH!

  WAS  48,999

SAVE 11,009   WAS  50,799

SAVE 10,800

  WAS  53,685

SAVE 9,686

238 FL LTD

237 UR LTD 247 UU LTD

247 UR LTD 246 FSP LTD

219 UR XL 218 PF XL

  WAS  56,999

SAVE 12,000   WAS  59,998

SAVE 12,999

  WAS  52,990

SAVE 10,991

  WAS  56,799

SAVE 12,312  WAS  44,999

SAVE 6,000



RAZOR XL SERIES FLOOR PLANS

WITH 200HP MOTOR & CUSTOM
TRAILER. PRICED FROM 67,990
0$DOWN$ 468/MONTH!

NEW!

NEW!

To qualified bank approved buyers under $50,000 204 months at 5.99% APR. Over $50,000 240 month at 5.49% APR $0 down.
Base price only - excludes freight, prep, options, tag, and title.

WITH 150HP MOTOR
PRICED FROM 40,9900$DOWN$ 321/MONTH!

216FSP XL

  WAS  49,335

SAVE 8,345
WITH 150HP MOTOR

PRICED FROM 43,4990$DOWN$ 341/MONTH!

237 UR XL

  WAS  53,699

SAVE 10,200

WITH 200HP MOTOR
PRICED FROM 44,9900$DOWN$ 353/MONTH!

236FSP XL

  WAS  56,098

SAVE 11,108
WITH 200HP MOTOR

PRICED FROM 47,9900$DOWN$ 376/MONTH!

238 PF XL

  WAS  56,699

SAVE 8,709

WITH 200HP MOTOR
PRICED FROM 47,9900$DOWN$ 376/MONTH!

257 UR XL
NEW!

  WAS  57,599

SAVE 9,609
WITH 200HP MOTOR

PRICED FROM 44,9900$DOWN$ 384/MONTH!

255FSP XL

  WAS  60,799

SAVE 11,800

WITH 200HP MOTOR
PRICED FROM 49,9990$DOWN$ 392/MONTH!

258 PF XL

  WAS  65,299

SAVE 15,300

257BLACK WIDOWLIMITED PRODUCTION!

  WAS  88,960

SAVE 20,970
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RAZOR XL SERIES FLOOR PLANS

Fun to Drive

Razor
237UU

*Shown with optional features

      MODEL FEATURES
• Patented Evolutionary Hull

• 150HP Evinrude

• U-Shaped Bow Lounge

• U-Shaped Stern Lounge

• Changing Room

• Full Gauge Package

• Ski Locker

• 12 Volt Charging Port

• Stainless Steel Rub Rail

• Captain’s Chair w/Bolster

• D/C 1.7 cu.ft. Refrigerator

• Under Seat Storage Space

• Docking Lights
• Marine Stereo150W AM/FM

CD, Bluetooth w/ Speakers

• Hydraulic Steering

• Stainless Steel Prop

• Stainless Steel “Easy Board”
Ladder

SPECIFICATIONS
Length .......................23’3”

Beam ...........................8’3”

Weight .................2920 lbs

Fuel Capacity .......... 43 gal

Max HP .........................225

Max Persons ..................10

$37,990
MSRP: $48,999
National No Haggle Price:

SAVE: $11,009!

Limited Time Package!

Classic LTD

$2,999 for 200 hp!

LTD Package Includes:
• Premium Wake Board Tower
• Depth Finder
• LED Cup Holders
• Bimini Top
• Seagrass Flooring
• Kitchen Package

0298DO
MO

WN!
NTH!

*Price excludes Freight,
Prep, & Options

WITH 200HP MOTOR & CUSTOM
TRAILER. PRICED FROM 67,990
0$DOWN$ 425/MONTH!

Includes Black widow graphics, High end Upholstry, mouring
cover, Spirial LED light package, Wine cooler, Monster tower, 

kicker stero system, and Changing room.

WITH 150HP MOTOR & CUSTOM
TRAILER. PRICED FROM 43,4990$DOWN$ 298/MONTH!

WITH 200HP MOTOR & CUSTOM
TRAILER. PRICED FROM 47,9900$DOWN$ 329/MONTH!

WITH 200HP MOTOR & CUSTOM
TRAILER. PRICED FROM 44,9900$DOWN$ 336/MONTH!
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Razor
238FL *Shown with optional features

    MODEL FEATURES

• 150HP Evinrude
•  Patented Evolutionary Hull
• Full Gauge Package
• Marine Stereo 150W AM/FM,

CD Bluetooth w/ Speakers
• Docking Lights
• Ski Locker
• Stainless Steel “Easy Board”

Ladder
• Under Seat Storage Space
• 12 Volt Charging Port
• Stainless Steel Rubrail Package
• Stainless Steel Cleats
• Premium Bow Rail Package
• Hydraulic Steering
• Stainless Steel Prop
• D/C 1.7cu.ft. Refrigerator

LTD Package Includes:
• *Kitchen Package*
• Gas Grill & Sink
• Depth Finder
• LED Blue Cup Holders
• Premium Wake Board Tower w/

Bimini
• Sea Grass Flooring

SPECIFICATIONS
Length .......................23’3”

Beam ...........................8’3”

Weight .................2920 lbs

Fuel Capacity .......... 43 gal

Max HP .........................225

Max Persons ..................10

*Some model features may require extra option 
charges to complete the required model package.

$39,990

*Price excludes Freight,
Prep, & Options

MSRP: $50,799
National No Haggle Price:

Classic LTD

SAVE: $10,809!0313DO
/MO

WN!
NTH!

$2,999 for 200 hp!

16 \\



*Shown with optional features

      MODEL FEATURES
• Patented Evolutionary Hull
• 150 HP Evinrude
• Hydraulic Steering
• Stainless Steel Prop
• U-Shaped Bow Lounge
• Dual Stern Chase Lounge
• Love Seat Helm
• Changing Room w/Head
• Full Gauge Package
• Ski Locker
• 12 Volt Charging Port
• Stainless Steel Rub Rail
• D/C 1.7 CUFT Refrigerator
• Storage Space
• Docking Lights
• Marine Stereo 150W AM/FM, CD

Bluetooth w/ Speakers
• Stainless Steel “Easy Board”

Ladder
• Stainless Steel Prop

SPECIFICATIONS
Length .......................23’3”

Beam ...........................8’3”

Weight .................2920 lbs

Fuel Capacity .......... 43 gal

Max HP .........................225

Max Persons ..................10
*Some model features may require extra option 

charges to complete the required model package.

$41,999

*Price excludes Freight,
Prep, & Options

MSRP: $52,990
National No Haggle Price:

SAVE: $10,991!

Classic LTD

DOWN!
329/MONTH!
0

$2,999 for 200 hp!

Razor
237UR

LTD Package Includes:
• *Kitchen Package*
• Gas Grill & Sink
• Depth Finder
• LED Blue Cup Holders
• Premium Wake Board Tower w/

Bimini
• Sea Grass Flooring // 17



Razor
247UU

*Shown with optional features

        MODEL FEATURES

SPECIFICATIONS
Length .......................25’3”

Beam ...........................8’3”

Weight .................3220 lbs

Fuel Capacity .......... 43 gal

Max HP .........................250

Max Persons ..................12

*Some model features may require extra option 
charges to complete the required model package.

$43,999

*Price excludes Freight,
Prep, & Options

MSRP: $53,685
National No Haggle Price:

SAVE: $9,686!

Classic LTD

• Patented Evolutionary Hull
•
•

200HP SUZUKI
U-Shaped Bow Lounge

• U-Shaped Stern Lounge
• Changing Room
• Full Gauge Package
• Ski Locker
• 12 Volt Charging Port
• Stainless Steel Rub Rail
• Captain’s Chair w/Bolster
• D/C 1.7 CUFT Refrigerator
• Under Seat Storage Space
• Docking Lights
• Marine Stereo 150W AM/FM

CD, Bluetooth w/ Speakers
• Stainless Steel “Easy Board”

Ladder
• Stainless Steel Prop

• LTD Package Includes:
• Premium Wake Board Tower
• Depth Finder
• LED Cup Holders
• Bimini Top
• Seagrass Flooring
• *Kitchen Package*

0
345

DO
MO

WN!
NTH!

$2,999 for 250 hp!
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Razor
247UR

*Shown with optional features

     MODEL FEATURES

•

• Patented Evolutionary Hull
• 200HP SUZUKI
• Hydraulic Steering

U-Shaped Bow Lounge
• Dual Stern Chase Lounge
• Changing Room w/Head
• Full Gauge Package
• Ski Locker
• 12 Volt Charging Port
• Stainless Steel Rub Rail
• Love Seat Helm
• D/C 1.7 CUFT Refrigerator
• Under Seat Storage Space
• Docking Lights
• Marine Stereo 150W AM/FM

CD, Bluetooth w/ Speakers
• Stainless Steel “Easy Board”

Ladder
• Stainless Steel PropSPECIFICATIONS

Length .......................25’3”
Beam ...........................8’3”
Weight .................3220 lbs
Fuel Capacity .......... 43 gal
Max HP .........................250
Max Persons ..................12

*Some model features may require extra option 
charges to complete the required model package.

$44,999

*Price excludes Freight,
Prep, & Options

MSRP: $56,999
National No Haggle Price:

SAVE: $12,000!

Classic LTD

$2,999 for 250 hp!

D
3

OWN!
MONTH!

0
35

LTD Package Includes:
• *Kitchen Package*
• Gas Grill & Sink
• Depth Finder
• LED Blue Cup Holders
• Premium Wake Board Tower w/

Bimini
• Sea Grass Flooring

// 19



246
Raz

FS
or

P
*Shown with optional features

      MODEL FEATURES
• Patented Evolutionary Hull
• 200HP SUZUKI
• Front Fishing Seats
• Dual Stern Chase Lounge
• Changing Room w/Head
• Full Gauge Package
• Ski Locker
• 12 Volt Charging Port
• Stainless Steel Rub Rail
• Love Seat Helm
• D/C 1.7 CUFT Refrigerator
• Under Seat Storage Space
• Docking Lights
• Trolling Motor Outlet
• Stern Livewell
• Dual Battery Switch
• 2 Tackle Trays
• Marine Stereo 150W AM/FM

CD, Bluetooth w/ Speakers
• Stainless Steel “Easy Board”

Ladder
• Stainless Steel PropSPECIFICATIONS

Length .......................25’3”
Beam ...........................8’3”
Weight .................3220 lbs
Fuel Capacity .......... 43 gal
Max HP .........................250
Max Persons ..................12

*Some model features may require extra option 
charges to complete the required model package.

$46,999

*Price excludes Freight,
Prep, & Options

MSRP: $59,998
National No Haggle Price:

SAVE: $12,999!

Classic LTD

$2,999 for 250 hp!

DOWN!
368/MONTH!
0

Relaxing!

LTD Package Includes:
• *Kitchen Package*
• Gas Grill & Sink
• Depth Finder
• LED Blue Cup Holders
• Premium Wake Board Tower

w/Bimini
• Sea Grass Flooring20 \\



$38,999

Price Includes Boat, Motor,
& Trailer Package

*Price excludes Freight,
Prep, & Options

MSRP: $44,999
National No Haggle Price:

SAVE: $7,000!

Relaxing!

Razor
219UR XL

*Shown with optional features

INCLUDES BOAT, MOTOR, & TRAILER PACKAGE

     MODEL FEATURES
• Patented Evolutionary Hull
• 150HP Motor
• U-Shaped Bow Lounge
• Dual Stern Chase Lounge
• Changing Room w/Head
• Full Gauge Package
• Ski Locker
• 12 Volt Charging Port
• Stainless Steel Rub Rail
• D/C 1.7 CUFT Refrigerator
• Under Seat Storage Space
• Docking Lights
• *Kitchen Package*
• Factory Trailer
• Marine Stereo 150W AM/FM

CD, Bluetooth w/ Speakers
• Hydraulic Steering
• Stainless Steel Prop
• Stainless Steel “Easy Board”

Ladder
• Love Seat Helm

SPECIFICATIONS
Length .......................21’3”
Beam ...........................8’6”
Weight .................2790 lbs
Fuel Capacity .......... 43 gal
Max HP .........................225
Max Persons ..................10
*Some model features may require extra option 

charges to complete the required model package.

DOWN!
307 /MONTH!0

// 21



*Some model features may require extra option 
charges to complete the required model package.

Relaxing!

*Shown with optional features

    MODEL FEATURES
• Patented Evolutionary Hull
• 150HP Motor
• Dual Bow Chase Lounge
• Dual Stern Chase Lounge
• Changing Room w/Head
• Full Gauge Package
• Ski Locker
• 12 Volt Charging Port
• Stainless Steel Rub Rail
• D/C 1.7 CUFT Refrigerator
• Under Seat Storage Space
• Docking Lights
• Factory Trailer
• Marine Stereo 150W AM/FM,
CD. Bluetooth With Four  6”
Speakers

• Sink w/6 Gallon Fresh Water
• Love Seat Helm
• *Kitchen Package*
• Diving Board
• Bow SST Grill
• Bow Party Table
• Stainless Steel Prop
• Hydraulic Steering

SPECIFICATIONS
Length .......................21’3”

Beam ...........................8’6”

Weight .................2920 lbs

Fuel Capacity .......... 43 gal

Max HP .........................225

Max Persons ..................10

$44,487

*Price excludes Freight,
Prep, & Options

MSRP: $56,799
National No Haggle Price:

SAVE: $12,312!

INCLUDES BOAT, MOTOR, & TRAILER PACKAGE

Razor
218PF XL

DOWN!
349/MONTH!
0

Stylish!

22 \\



    MODEL FEATURES
• Patented Evolutionary Hull
• 150HP Motor
• Dual Front Lounge Sofas
• Dual Rear Lounge Sofas
• Changing Room with Potty
• LED Light Package
• Full Gauge Package
• Ski Locker
• 12 Volt Charging Port
• Stainless Steel Rub Rail
• Diving Board
• Front Grill
• Party Table
• D/C 1.7 CUFT Refrigerator
• Under Seat Storage Space
• Docking Lights
• Factory Custom Trailer
• Marine Stereo 150W AM/FM, 

CD.
• bluetooth w/4 6” blue 

speakers
• Sink w/ 6 Gallon Fresh Water
• Graphic Accent Color
• Love Seat, Helm Seat
• *Kitchern Package*
• Diving Board
• Bow SST Grill
• Bow Party Table
• Stainless Steal Prop
• Hydrolic Steering

Stylish!

Razor
216FSP XL

*Shown with optional features

INCLUDES BOAT, MOTOR, & TRAILER PACKAGE

     MODEL FEATURES
• Patented Evolutionary Hull
• 150hp Motor
• Hydraulic Steering
• Stainless Steel Prop
• Dual Stern Chase Lounge
• Dual Bow Fishing Seats
• Changing Room w/Head
• Full Gauge Package
• Ski Locker
• 12 Volt Charging Port
• Stainless Steel Rub Rail
• D/C 1.7 CUFT Refrigerator
• Under Seat Storage Space
• Docking Lights
• Stern Livewell
• Trolling Motor Outlet
• Dual Battery Switch
• 2 Tackle Trays
• Factory Trailer
• Marine Stereo150W AM/FM CD,

Bluetooth w/ Speakers
• Bow Party Table
• Stainless Steel “Easy Board”

Ladder
• *Kitchen Package*

SPECIFICATIONS
Length .......................21’3”
Beam ...........................8’6”
Weight .................2880 lbs
Fuel Capacity .......... 43 gal
Max HP .........................225
Max Persons ..................10

*Some model features may require extra option 
charges to complete the required model package.

$40,990

Price Includes Boat, Motor,
& Trailer Package

*Price excludes Freight,
Prep, & Options

MSRP: $49,335
National No Haggle Price:

SAVE: $8,345!

DOWN!
321/MONTH!
0
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*Shown with optional features

MODEL FEATURES
• Patented Evolutionary Hull

• 200 HP

• Hydraulic Steering

• Dual Stern Chase Lounge

• U-Shaped Bow Lounge

• Love Seat Helm

• Changing Room w/Head

• Full Gauge Package

• Ski Locker

• 12 Volt Charging Port

• Stainless Steel Rub Rail

• D/C 1.7 cu.ft. Refrigerator

• Under Seat Storage Space

• Docking Lights

• *Kitchen Package*

• Marine Stereo 150W AM/FM, CD
Bluetooth w/ Speakers

• Stainless Steel Prop

SPECIFICATIONS
Length .......................23’3”

Beam ...........................8’6”

Weight .................2920 lbs

Fuel Capacity .......... 43 gal

Max HP .........................250

Max Persons ..................10

*Some model features may require extra option 
charges to complete the required model package.

Summer Fun For The Whole Family!

$43,499

*Price excludes Freight,
Prep, & Options

MSRP: $53,699
National No Haggle Price:

SAVE: $10,200!
DOWN!341MONTH!

0

$2,999 for 250 hp!

Razor
237URXL

NEW!



Razor
236FSP XL

*Shown with optional features

      MODEL FEATURES
• Patented Evolutionary Hull
• 200 HP
• Hydraulic Steering
• Dual Bow Fishing Seats
• Dual Stern Chase Lounge
• Changing Room w/Head
• Full Gauge Package
• Ski Locker
• 12 Volt Charging Port
• Stainless Steel Rub Rail
• Love Seat Helm
• D/C 1.7 CUFT Refrigerator
• Under Seat Storage Space
• Docking Lights
• *Kitchen Package*
• Stern Livewell
• Dual Battery Switch
• Trolling Motor Outlet
• 2 Tackle Trays
• Marine Stereo 150W AM/FM CD,

Bluetooth w/ Speakers
• Stainless Steel “Easy Board”

Ladder
• Bow Party Table
• Stainless Steel Prop

SPECIFICATIONS
Length .......................23’3”

Beam ...........................8’6”

Weight .................2920 lbs

Fuel Capacity .......... 43 gal

Max HP .........................250

Max Persons ..................10

*Some model features may require extra option 
charges to complete the required model package.

Loaded With Features You Will Enjoy!

$44,990

*Price excludes Freight,
Prep, & Options

MSRP: $56,098
National No Haggle Price:

SAVE: $11,108!0
353

DO
MO

WN!
NTH!

$2,999 for 250 hp!

NEW!
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Razor
238PF XL

*Shown with optional features

      MODEL FEATURES

•
•

• Patented Evolutionary Hull
• 200 HP Outboard
• Dual Bow Chase Lounge
• Dual Stern Chase Lounge
• Love Seat Helm
• Dual Stern Fishing Seats
• Stern Live Well
• Changing Room
• Diving Board
• Bow Party Table
• Bow Rails
• D/C Wine Cooler
• Bow Umbrella
• Full Gauge Package
• Ski Locker
• Dual Battery Switch
• 12 Volt Charging Port
• Stainless Steel Rub Rail
• D/C 1.7 cu.ft. Refrigerator
• Under Seat Storage Space
• Docking Lights
• Marine Stereo 150W AM/FM,

CD, Bluetooth w/4 Speakers
• Hydraulic Steering
• Stainless Steel “Easy Board”

Ladder
• Stainless Steel Prop
• Monster Tower w/Tower Bimini
• *Kitchen Package*

SPECIFICATIONS
Length .......................23’3”

Beam ...........................8’6”

Weight .................2920 lbs

Fuel Capacity .......... 43 gal

Max HP .........................250

Max Persons ..................10

*Some model features may require extra option 
charges to complete the required model package.

$47,990

*Price excludes Freight,
Prep, & Options

MSRP: $56,699
National No Haggle Price:

SAVE: $8,709!0376DO
/MO

WN!
NTH!

Summer Fun For The Whole Family!

NEW!
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*Shown with optional features

MODEL FEATURES
• Patented Evolutionary Hull

• 200 HP Outboard

• Hydraulic Steering

• U-Shaped Bow Lounge

• Dual Stern Chase Lounge

• Love Seat Helm

• Changing Room w/Head

• Full Gauge Package

• Ski Locker

• 12 Volt Charging Port

• Stainless Steel Rub Rail

• D/C 1.7 CUFT Refrigerator

• Under Seat Storage Space

• Docking Lights

• *Kitchen Package*

• Marine Stereo 150W AM/FM, CD
Bluetooth w/Speakers

• Stainless Steel Prop

SPECIFICATIONS
Length .......................23’3”

Beam ...........................8’6”

Weight .................2920 lbs

Fuel Capacity .......... 43 gal

Max HP .........................300

Max Persons ..................12
*Some model features may require extra option 

charges to complete the required model package.

Summer Fun For The Whole Family!

$47,990

*Price excludes Freight,
Prep, & Options

MSRP: $57,599
National No Haggle Price:

SAVE: $9,609!
DOWN!

376 /MONTH!
0

Razor
257UR XL

NEW!



*Shown with optional features

      MODEL FEATURES
• Patented Evolutionary Hull
• 200HP Motor
• Dual Bow Fishing Seats
• Hydraulic Steering
• Dual Stern Chase Lounge
• Love Seat Helm
• Changing Room w/Head
• Full Gauge Package
• Ski Locker
• 12 Volt Charging Port
• Stainless Steel Rub Rail
• D/C 1.7 CUFT Refridgerator
• Under Seat Storage Space
• Docking Lights
• Trolling Motor Outlet
• Stern Livewell
• Dual Battery Switch
• 2 Tackle Trays
• Marine Stereo 150W AM/FM CD,

Bluetooth w/Speakers
• Stainless Steel “Easy Board”

Ladder
• Bow Party Table
• Stainless Steel Prop
• *Kitchen Package*

SPECIFICATIONS
Length .......................25’7”

Beam ...........................8’6”

Weight .................3220 lbs

Fuel Capacity .......... 43 gal

Max HP .........................300

Max Persons ..................12
*Some model features may require extra option 

charges to complete the required model package.

Summer Fun For The Whole Family!

$48,999

*Price excludes Freight,
Prep, & Options

MSRP: $60,799
National No Haggle Price:

SAVE: $11,800!
DOWN!

384/MONTH!
0

Razor
255FSP XL

NEW!



Razor
258PF XL

*Shown with optional features

      MODEL FEATURES
• Patented Evolutionary Hull
• 200 HP motor
• Dual Bow Chase  Lounge
• Dual Stern Chase Lounge
• Love Seat Helm
• Dual Stern Fishing Seats
• Stern Live Well
• Diving Board
• Changing Room w/Head
• Bow Party Table
• Bow Rails
• D/C Wine Cooler
• Bow Umbrella
• Full Gauge Package
• Ski Locker
• Dual Battery Switch
• 12 Volt Charging Port
• Stainless Steel Rub Rail
• D/C 1.7 CUFT Refrigerator
• Under Seat Storage Space
• Docking Lights
• Marine Stereo 150W AM/FM,

CD, Bluetooth w/4 Speakers
• Hydraulic Steering
• Stainless Steel “Easy Board” Ladder
• Stainless Steel Prop
• Monster Tower w/ Tower Bimini
• *Kitchen Package*

SPECIFICATIONS
Length .......................25’3”

Beam ...........................8’6”

Weight .................3220 lbs

Fuel Capacity .......... 43 gal

Max HP .........................300

Max Persons ..................12
*Some model features may require extra option 

charges to complete the required model package.

$49,999

*Price excludes Freight,
Prep, & Options

MSRP: $65,299
National No Haggle Price:

SAVE: $15,300!
DOWN!

392 /MONTH!0

NEW!
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Stylish!

*Shown with optional features

INCLUDES BOAT, MOTOR, & TRAILER PACKAGE

  SPECIFICATIONS

*Some model features may require extra option 
charges to complete the required model package.

Price Includes Boat, Motor,
& Trailer Package

*Price excludes Freight,
Prep, & Options

MSRP: $88,960
National No Haggle Price:

DOWN!
/MONTH!

0
MODEL FEATURES

• Patented Evolutionary Hull
• 250 HP Motor
• U-Shaped Bow Lounge
• Dual Stern Chase Lounge
• Love Seat Helm
• Black Widow Graphics
• High End Upholstry
• Special LED Light Package
• D/C Wine Cooler
• Monster Tower w/Bimini
• Premium Sound System
• Colored Acrylic Inserts With

Widow Graphics
• Black, Red, or White Color

Options
• Custom Trailer
• *Kitchen Package*
• Stainless Steel Stern Rail w/Gate
• AND MORE!

$67,990
SAVE: $23,970!

Razor
257 UR XL

Black Widow

LIMITED PRODUCTION!

Length........................25’3”
Beam...........................8’6”
Weight........................3220 lbs
Fuel Capacity..............43 gal
Max HP........................300
Max Persons................12

NEW!

468



Build A Boat

LIM
ITED

Lifetim
e

Lifetim
e

Boat Model Pricing ________________________  
Destination Charge ________________________

BOAT OPTIONS CANVAS & TOP OPTIONS

           GRAPHICS ACCENT/COLORS INTERIOR 

COLOR OPTIONS

WARRANTY
• Boat Warranty, Lifetime Limited:

* Limited Lifetime Stringer * Limited Lifetime Transom
* Limited Lifetime Floor * Limited Lifetime Hull
* Limited 2 Year Upholstery Warranty    * Limited 2 Year Canvas
* Limited 1 Year Gelcote Warranty
* Limited 1 Year Bow to Stern

GPS/Fish Finder $899

Depth Finder $299

Dual Battery (Required PF & FSP) $349

Compass $139

Kitchen Package (Tan, White, or Black) $699

Premium Sound Package $899

Stern Table $449

Ski Tow Bar $599

Underwater LED Light Pack $1,199

Refrigerator STD

Stainless Steel Prop STD

Hydraulic Steering STD

Beige Carpet STD

Grey Carpet STD

Beige Sea Grass $2399

Grey Sea Grass $2399

Bimini Top $899

Tower Bimini Top (Required PF Models) $599

Premium Wakeboard Tower $1,999

Monster Tower (Required PF Models) $2,299

Mooring Cover 21 ft and Under $1,399

Mooring Cover 21ft and Over $3,799

Trailer Add on for 21 ft and Over $3,799

Trailer Galvanized Upgrade $679

Black

Yellow

Red

Gold

Red

Blue

Silver

Optional Premium
Wakeboard Tower

Optional Monster Tower
with Optional Bimini

White/SP
White STD

Ice Blue
    $799

Seafoam
    $799 

Premium
Onyx

   $1499 

    Signal Blue 
    $999 

Option Pricing ____________________________ 
Trailer Pricing _____________________________ 
Total Price For My Boat: __________________

Signal Red
   $999
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Engine Options
150HP 200HP 250HP 300HP

216FSP XL std. opt. n/a n/a

237UU

std. opt. n/a n/a

237UR

std. opt. n/a n/a
236FSP XL n/a std. opt. n/a

238FL

std. opt. n/a n/a

247FSP

std. opt. n/a n/a

247UU

std. opt. n/a n/a

247UR

std. opt. n/a n/a
238PF XL n/a std. opt. n/a

258PF XL

n/a std. opt. n/a

237UR XL

n/a std. opt. n/a

257UR XL

n/a std. opt. n/a
256FSP XL n/a std. opt. opt.

257BW n/a std. opt. opt.

218PF XL

n/a std. opt. opt.

219PF XL

n/a std. opt. opt.
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250HP
225HP

opt.
opt.
opt.
opt.
opt.
opt.
opt.
opt.
std.
opt.
opt.
opt.
opt.
opt
opt.
opt.



257BW

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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•

•

•
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•

•

•

•

•

•
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Prices contained in this brochure, while accurate at time of printing, are subject to change.  Some images are for demonstration only and may vary slightly from final product.
*U.S. Patent No. D736,139

MODELS AND STANDARD FEATURES
218PF 257UR 256FSP 258PF

•       

• • • •

• • • •

• • • •

•

• • • •

• • • •

• • • •

• • • •

•       • • •

•

•

• •

• • • •

• • • •

• • • •

• • • •

• • • •

• • • •

• • • •

• • • •

• • • •

• • • •

• • • •

• • • •

• • • •

• • • •

• • • •

• • • •

• •

• • • •

• • • •

• • • •

•

• •

• • • •

Standard Features 219UR 216FSP 236FSP 237UU 237UR 246FSP 247UU 247UR 238PF 237UR 238FL

150 hp Outboard • • • • •

• • • • • • • • • • •12 Volt Charging Port  

Livewells

2 Tackle Trays • • •

Premium Gelcote • • • • • • • • • • •

Automatic Bilge Pump • • • • • • • • • • •

Captain Chair w/Bolster • • • •

Dual Bench w/Trash Dispensers • • • • • • • •

Changing Room • • • • • • • • • • •

D/C 1.7 Cubic Foot Refrigerator • • • • • • • • • • •

Docking Lights • • • • • • • • • • •

Dual Battery Switch • • • • • • •

Factory  Trailer • •

Fish or Depth Finder • • • • • • • •

Fishing Seats & Dual Stern Chase Lounge • • •

Full Gauge Package • • • • • • • • • • •

Gas Grill & Sink with Pump • • • • • • • • • • •

Hydraulic Steering • • • • • • • • • • •

Inside Stainless Steel Rail & Gates • • • • • • •

Kitchen Package • • • • • • • • • • •

Large Razor Stainless Steel Boarding Ladder • • • • • • • • • • •

Large Removable Table with Cup Holders • • • • • • • •

Limited Lifetime Stringer, Transom, and Floor • • • • • • • • • • •

Navigation Lights • • • • • • • • • • •

Patented Performance Hull • • • • • • • • • • •

Seagrass Carpet • • • • •

Stainless Steel Bow & Stern Eyes • • • • • • • • • •

Stainless Steel Cup Holders • • • • • •

Stainless Steel High Performance Prop • • • • • • • • • • •

Stainless Steel Rub Rail • • • • • • • • • •

Through Bolted Cleats (6) • • • • • • • • • • •

U-Shaped  Bow Lounge  Dual  Stern Chase Lounge • • • • •

U-Shaped Bow Lounge & U-Shaped Stern Lounge • •

Ski Locker • • • • • • • • • • •

Water Resistant Switch Panel • • • • • • • • • • •

Spacious Under-Seat Storage • • • • • • • • • • •

Trolling Motor Outlet • • •

Diving Board •

Battery Compartment w/Tray • • • • • • • • • • •
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FAMILY FUN!

TUBING! CRUISING!

FISHING!

LUNCH ON THE WATER!

A LIFETIME OF MEMORIES!

60MPH!



Dare to Dream!



Recreation Unlimited LLC
111 Mathews Dr

Americus, GA 31709
855-444-BOAT

www.caravelleboatgroup.com
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